India sends the cream of its industry to INNOPROM-2016

On July 10 International Industrial Trade Fair INNOPROM-2016 opens in Yekaterinburg, where India will act as an official partner.

"We want to show the Russians that India is changing and that today it is a modern industrial economy. We want to show how Russia and India can work together in the modern world in the field of technology and industry - said the Ambassador of India to the Russian Federation Pankaj Saran.

Center of Nuclear Medicine opens in Yekaterinburg

In Yekaterinburg, the center of positron emission tomography officially starts its work. Since April, the center has been working in test mode and over a thousand people have been screened. In the long term, the capacity of the centre will be 15 thousand people per year

Yoga master classes will be held at "Innoprom"

As of today 695 participants from 17 countries have confirmed their participation in the Ural exhibition "Innoprom-2016". A golf tournament will open at the start of the exhibition. And in addition to the traditional business program, guests can enjoy tea ceremonies, workshops on yoga and boxing match.

Middle Urals will sign 40 agreements at "Innoprom"

Sverdlovsk region will sign about 40 agreements between the major holding companies and industrial giants at the international exhibition "Innoprom-2016". Representatives of 95 countries will take part in the exhibition and about 150 events will be held.

A Ural 3D-printer will be showcased at "Innoprom".

At the exhibition "Innoprom-2016" Ural scientists will present the first additive machine - an industrial 3D-printer. Now the printer assembly is completed, the machine is being debugged, and software is being appended. The machine will increase the output of finished products.

Iran and the Middle Urals have signed an agreement on cooperation

The governors of the Sverdlovsk region and the Iranian province of Hamedan concluded a three-year cooperation agreement. Iran is ready to exchange technology with the Middle Urals in the mining and resource sectors. "Innoprom-2016" could become a platform for their negotiations.